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Abstract: E-Mail service details with the web site that manages the electronic way of communication. Through this
paper, we will produce our own domain, user id, sends mails to any user and manage inbox, folder lock options within
E-mail and Set permissions for employer ids under a private concern (or domain). DNS is a relatively simple, textbased protocol, within which one or a lot of recipients of a message are specified along with the message text and
possibly other encoded objects. The information message is then transferred to a remote server using a procedure of
queries and responses between the client and server. An email client knows the outgoing mail SMTP server from its
configuration. A relaying server usually determines which SMTP server to connect to by looking up the MX (Mail
eXchange) DNS record for each recipient's domain name (the part of the email address to the right of the at (@)
sign).The DNS client initiates a TCP connection to server's port 25 (unless overridden by configuration). DNS is a
"push" protocol that does not allow one to "pull" messages from a remote server on demand. The core module of our
project is to provide an efficient way of Intrusion Detection using Trust + Awareness methodology by which if any
intruder attempts in accessing a client’s account, the owner will be notified of it at his next successful login session
with details of Attack time, Attack Date, Attacker’s IP address, Attacker’s guess at the wrong password.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The communication across the world is must in the
modern age communications through postal may
take longer. It’s going to be days or weeks to form the
message available to others. E-Mail service details with
the web site that manage the electronic way of
communication. Through this project we can create our
own user id, sends mails to other user and manage inbox.
In addition greetings can be sending to friends. We can
view incoming mails and greetings and even delete them.
Resume will be keeping and adjusted whenever necessary.
Any mail connected report will be viewed through the
positioning. Deletion of unwanted mails will be created to
manage memory. This is one of the problem in the existing
system is said as detecting denial of service attacks.
DNS is a relatively simple, text-based protocol, in which
one or more recipients of a message are specified along
with the message text and possibly
Other encoded objects. The message is then moved to a
remote server using a procedure of queries and responses
between the client and server. Either an end-user's email
client provided. MUA (Mail User Agent), or a relaying
server's MTA (Mail Transport Agents) can act as an
SMTP client. This design can also can be implemented in
wireless sensor networks. An email client knows the
outgoing mail SMTP server from its configuration. A
relaying server generally determines
That SMTP server to connect to by looking up the MX
(Mail eXchange) DNS record for each recipient's domain
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name (the part of the email address to the right of the at
(@) sign). Conformant MTAs (not all) fall back to a
simple A record in the case of no MX. Some current mail
transfer agents also will use SRV records, a lot
of general style of Maxwell, although these are not widely
adopted.
The DNS client initiates a TCP connection to server's port
25. It’s quite terribly straightforward to envision associate
degree SMTP server using the telnet program. DNS could
be a "push" protocol that doesn't enable one to "pull"
messages from a remote server on demand.
There are two main components available in this thesis
trust and aware routing, So that according to the procedure
trust is implemented for user rights, in order to provide a
user authentication mode. These authentication modes are
in the customized format in order to provide rights to the
appropriate users from the admin side. In added with
aware routing is working under the principle of IDS
(Intrusion detection system) which detects the third part
authorization, hackers, attackers and data privacy with
their corresponding IP address with their date and time.
II. OBJECTIVE
The main objective of this project is to develop a trust
aware routing environment using SMTP server. Here an
email environment is developed for a organization, trust is
implemented for user rights as well as aware routing is
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implemented for security purpose. For special security who is the other user intruding into the network. So that
purpose here we introducing a latest method called as IDS user can identify the hackers easily through their IP
(Intrusion detection system), which identified the third address.
party intruder or hacker from other networks. The basic
IDS can able capture the IP details; here we using an
MAIL PROCESSING MODEL
advanced IDS method which can capture IP address of the
hacker, data, time and the password which he try to hack.
In added with the trust method will provide the user rights
within the organization.
MESSAGE ARCHITECTURE
E-MAIL SERVER consists of core modules
 Folder Lock
 Intruder list
 IP Address tracker
COMPONENTS
1. Company Creation using DNS
2. User Creation for DNS
3. User Rights for trust
4. Intruder list for Awareness Routing using IDS
Company Creation
This is the entry level module which consists of entering
username, password and other basic details to create a
company, this module is only enabled for admin those
who creates the company. While creating company all the
basic company details should be entered with the
password for creating a company, so that the admin can
Figure 1.1 Mail Processing Model
able to log in to the user creation wizard. This is the basic
work for creating a basic SMTP environment as well as
III. EXISTING SYSTEM
the further process. A server id and a DNS name will be
created here for company authorization.
The Existing System lags behind in following aspects that
have been included in our proposed system,
User Creation
 No IDS to detect Intruders
Using the DNS company users can be created. Each user
 No IP Tracker Facility
will get their ids with the company domain name. Here the
 No Intruder List, Password Combination used by
admin can create various users for their company, as well
Intruders, Date of Attack, Time of Attack
as they can able to share the group mails inside the group
provided
of companies. These mails will not be stored in the junk
 No
Customized
E-Mail
Web
Service
mails, because these all are confidential mails inside their
Management
companies. It might be a pdf file, doc file or image file.
 No ways to ensure Data Security – Folder
Lock
User Rights
The existing system introduces a trust model for mobile ad
According to the trust procedure user can not able access
hoc networks. Initially each node is assigned a trust level.
any options like compose mail, inbox, sent items and etc.
Then we use several approaches to dynamically update
After creating the user admin should give the right for
trust levels by using reports from threat detection tools,
their ids according to their role of work inside the
such as intrusion detection systems (IDS), located on all
company. This is because programmer or document
nodes in the network.
handler could not able to access or send the file to anyone.
The nodes neighboring to a node exhibiting suspicious
Admin wants to create the right for the users according to
behavior initiate trust reports. These trust reports square
their role. The right can be updated according to their trust
measure propagated through the network using one of our
level.
proposed ways. A supply node will use the trust levels it
establishes for other nodes to evaluate the security of
Intruder list
routes to destination nodes. Mistreatment these trust levels
Hacker list is the instruction detection method, which
as a guide, the supply node will then choose a route that
helps the user to find out the other users entering into the
meets the security requirements of the message to be
network. It contains a IP tracker, password checker, date
transmitted. This paper demonstrates vital ideas for
of attack and time of hacking. So the customer can identify
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establishing a collaborative, dynamic trust model and The site works according to the restrictions provided in
for victimization this model as an example to enhance the their respective browsers. Further enhancements can be
security of message routing in mobile ad hoc networks.
made to the application, in order that the net web
site functions terribly engaging and useful manner than the
present one. The speed of the transactions become more
IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM
enough now.
 Advanced DNS /POP3 Email Server with tons of
VII. SCOPE FOR FUTURE
features, such mailing lists, multiple DNS gateways,
DEVELOPMENT
security, and compatibility with any email
program. Are often used an obsessive mail server, or
Every application has its own merits and demerits. The
as a personal local SMTP server.
has
covered
almost
all
the
 A free DNS relay server. Allows relay emails thesis
enhancements will
sent thereto, on to their destination, bypassing your requirements. Any necessities and
provider's email server. If you wish to send massive easily be done since the coding is mainly structured or
quantities of email, created a number of of modular in nature. Dynamical the prevailing modules or
adding new modules can append improvements. Further
those servers on completely different computers.
 DNS server program to send email messages without additional enhancements are created to the application, in
help of your ISP, directly from your local PC to order that the online web site functions very attractive and
recipient mailboxes and use your favorite email client useful manner than the present one.
along with this software the way you used to do it
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